BIRD TOPOGRAPHY
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To a large extent, birding is nothing but the study
Before long you will be able to instantly distinguish
of feathers. Except for a bird's bill, eyes and legs, its
the different feather groups on any bird you see in
entire body is covered in feathers. These miraculously
the field. Pay particular attention to the complex
evolved keratin structures not only provide water
arrangement of the wing feathers, noting how the
proofing, insulation, protection, and of course the
outer feathers slide beneath the inner feathers as the
power of flight, but also give a bird its shape, colours
wing closes. The same principle applies to the tail
and markings. One of the most important steps in
feathers. Further definitions are provided on pp. 31-33.
bird identification is learning to distinguish feather
See also p. 168 for notes on the use of wing formulae.
groups. Unfortunately most beginners, and many
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advanced birders, ignore diagrams like those shown
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below; however, a thorough understanding of bird
topography will allow you to observe and appreciate
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birds in greater detail; contrary to what one might
expect, mastering this skill will also greatly nape (hind-neck)
simplify birding. This is because feathers
are not distributed randomly across
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the body, but instead grow in very
specific feather tracts (or pterylae).
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The placement of feather groups,
and the number of feathers in
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each, are surprisingly similar
across all birds. It is therefore
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on virtually any bird,
from a canary to crane.
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Start by studying pet
birds or photos.
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pipits and larks have elongated
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primaries (thus little or no
primary projection)
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warblers have short, rounded
wings with short primaries (thus
minimal primary projection
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common feather patterns
from top left: Buffy Pipit; S Red Bishop; Cape Clapper Lark;
Tree Pipit; Zitting Cisticola; African Dusky Flycatcher (juv.)
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